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			(Writer standing by.)  			
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  Okay, so I guess I'm going to start, and I have a lot of slides, but I talk really fast, so I think we can get this accomplished.  I've been joking with myself the last few days that the alternate title of my presentation is how to get through all of this information in 25 minutes or less so there are time for questions at the end.  So, we're going to try really hard to make that happen.  First of all, I want to welcome everybody to Louisville.  In case anybody was wondering, that's how the locals say it.  I am not native.  When I moved here, I used to say Louisville, and people would look at me real funny, so I asked my local friends to teach how to correctly pronounce the name of our great city.  We are home to some really exciting things; the fastest 2 minutes in sports, the bourbon trail.  We also are, you know, bringers of celebrities, like Diane Sawyer, among others.
Today, I want to talk about three things in pediatric audiology that I think are really important; access, best practices and compassion.  Access, not only to appropriate services, but access to sound.  We're talking about best practices in service delivery, and also, what I think is the most important piece is talking about compassion and support for our families, things that we do not have time to address today because I only have 30 minutes are the role of the parent, which I think we can all agree is really mission‑critical because kids spend not a whole lot of time in the audiology office and lots and lots of time with their families.  So, we're not going to touch on that at all today nor why it's important for audiologists to partner with other members of the early intervention team, because I feel like that's so important.  So, let's talk about access, and, you know, we're here, and the main document that guides access to audiology services is the JCIH 2007 position statement.  You'll notice that we want to talk about who the JCHI is and why should we pay attention to this document, why is it important.  
There are a lot of letters here, stakeholder organizations.  These organizations represent audiologists, speech language pathologists, educators, pediatricians, ear, nose and throat physicians, really anybody who's a stakeholder in infant hearing.  We pay attention to the JCHI document because it is an evidence‑based approach for access recommendations, and we're going to talk a little bit about 136, the importance of surveillance in the medical home and how EHDI can be a support to families throughout this process.  Okay, so, why is 136 important?  We all know that, one, it's screening by 1 month of age, 3 is diagnosis by 3 months of age, ideally, with hearing aids, fitted within 1 month of diagnosis, and intervention initiated by 6 months of age.  We are required as audiologists, once we diagnose a hearing loss, to make a referral to early intervention within 2 days.  This is an evidence‑based, and I like to call these deadlines, I don't really like to call them guidelines, because, obviously, we know, for the developing brain, earlier is better, because about 85 percent of brain development is complete by age 3, and if the family has chosen a listening and spoken language approach, we really need to capitalize on that neural plasticity and make sure these processes begin very quickly, and basically, or if the family has chosen a visual communication approach, to just begin to get that family into intervention so that child has access to language.  
We have a really wonderful piece of evidence that really, I think, is the basis of 136, and in 1998, they did a study that showed us that if we can follow this guideline, that kids who are diagnosed, fit with an amplification and enrolled in early intervention by 6 months of age, by age 5, these kids are performing in the normal range on language tests, which is our goal.  We want language, we don't want to deny access to communication.  Other issues that I think are important in terms of access; the JCHI recommends that all children diagnosed with hearing loss need an eye, health and vision exam, not only to rule out concerning things, but to just make sure that our eyes are working correctly, because if you have a hearing loss, you are definitely going to very much rely on visual cues to get information, so we have to make sure that the eyes are healthy, that the vision is adequate for visual learning.  We need to see an ear, nose and throat physician for consultation, genetic studies.  I had to insert a little plug, I know that there's a big awareness of congenital CMB kind of happening in the audiology community right now, and our friends in Utah are actually in the process of implementing CMB testing for all babies that fail their newborn hearing screening, which I think is really great, and we are seeing a lot of CMB kids in our practice, so I think that if you diagnose a baby early enough, that's a really important piece of the puzzle.  
We also really need to develop strong relationships with pediatric primary care providers, because about 40 percent of kids with hearing loss will have another additional disability, and I think that this is so mission‑critical.  Again, we don't see our kids all the time, so we need to partner with that child's medical home to make sure that they're getting the information that they need from their pediatric provider and that their other areas of development are being monitored very, very closely.  So, I'm going to kind of make a jump and talk about best practices.  We want to touch on what do evaluations look like by age, how often do we need to be evaluating or monitoring hearing, what do we do if there's parent or caregiver concern about a change in hearing, and how do we monitor performance with hearing technology.  There are some really great references for best practices in all of these areas, and there's a handout that's been uploaded to the EHDI website that has direct links to all of these if you want to go ahead and download that for your reference later.  There's also a little game that we play in audiology that I like to call what's that acronym.
So, for the parents or allied health references, attached to that document is also just kind of an audiology glossary that my fourth‑year extern helped me compile so that when we go through all these acronyms very, very quickly, you have something to reference back later on.  So, when we talk about evaluating the birth to 6‑month population, we are talking about really more developmental age and not chronological age, because we have to gear our evaluation procedures towards that child's developmental ability.  We take, obviously, a comprehensive case history of that child and family, including discussion with parents and caregivers about observations about communication and listening and hearing.  We're going to talk a little bit more about the specifics of these later, but I wanted to give you that nice list.  There's a slide coming up that will kind of explain these in a little bit more detail.  As our kids get older, a lot of the birth to 6 month evaluations are what we call objective tests, which basically means that the child, short of being relatively quiet or maybe asleep, doesn't need to participate in any way.  They are electrophysiologic tests or tests of function that don't require a response.  
Once we get to an older developmental age, we definitely need to incorporate behavioral testing to evaluate how that child is responding to sound.  This is both with and without technology.  At least one ABR is required to confirm a suspected hearing loss if the child is under the age of 3.  I really like this slide.  This was actually really timely, because the hearing health foundation puts out this really great kind of trade publication, and as I was making this presentation, this picture showed up, and I really like it because it shows you what the different tests that were just listed out on those slides, which part of the ear those tests are evaluating, and I think this is a really nice visual, because it does show you that there's some overlap, but there is something, kind of over here, that's missing.  This is actually your ear.  We hear with our ears, and I think when we talk about hearing, you know, the ear is visible to us and we think about the ear, but really, we listen with our brain, and, so, our evaluation processes need to take the brain into account.  If we backup and look at this slide, this just tells us about how information is getting to the brain.  When we incorporate these other tests, it allows us to observe the child hearing a sound and actually providing some kind of a response, which I think is so important.
We'll kind of move into talking about evaluating hearing technology, and there are two words that I think are kind of important in today; verification, do the devices work, are the settings appropriate for access to spoken language, are the settings comfortable, are the settings safe, and then we talk about validation, which is really more of a performance‑based metric, how does your child perform with their technology and do we need to add additional technology or consider something else to optimize their performance.  Verification with hearing aids; parents and teachers should be doing daily listening checks to insure that the devices are in working order, they're not static‑y, that the volume is about where it needs to be.  We definitely encourage everybody to incorporate using the sounds into those listening checks, particularly if you have an older child who can repeat back to you, if you kind of do this and randomize the order, I think that can be helpful, particularly if you're doing that with right and left aids individually, that's ideal, because you can't pick up a problem with one hearing aid if you're doing these checks with both hearing aids on at the same time.  
In the clinic, we have some really nice tools that we can use in addition to the listening check to kind of verify that everything is going as we expect.  Certainly, if you have, if your child is wearing hearing technology, we want to insure that the hearing technology is being worn during all waking hours so we can use that logging.  We also rely, to some degree, although not exclusively, on real ear measurements, which I will explain a little bit, and also, in some cases, some standardized ANSI testing of the hearing aids that we do with special equipment in the clinic.  Why are real ear measurements important?  They're based on science, which I'm so grateful for researchers because I could not come up with that stuff, but I like to read their information and understand how that's working.  This allows us to insure that sounds are audible, comfortable and tolerable without having to count on a response from the child, because any of us who work with children know that, sometimes, our kids are not super cooperative on their clinic days, so we have to have options to evaluate their technology, you know, and sometimes, for very young infants or infants who have significant cognitive delays, it can be difficult sometimes to observe consistent behaviors that let us know that they're hearing a sound, so real ear measurements are a great starting point for a hearing aid fitting.
When should we do real ear measurements?  Anytime we change our hearing aid settings, anytime the child gets new ear molds, because, generally, that means that the shape and size of their ear has changed a little bit.  Certainly, we know when we get a new ear mold that the fit of that ear mold in the ear is different.  The canal in the ear mold might be longer or shorter, the tubing might be longer or shorter, and so we need to account for that change in our hearing aid fitting, and anytime there is a concern about performance with aids, we always want to blame our technology first, and we definitely want to thoroughly evaluate the technology to make sure that we're not doing anything that's funky in the ear.  Options for real ear measurements; how many of you have ever seen a real ear measurement done on anybody?  We have lots of professionals in here.  Okay, so, for an older child or an adult, you know, you have to sit in front of a computer, and you have to look straight ahead and you have to be quiet while we hang a little microphone mechanism from your ear, put a skinny little probe microphone in your ear canal, play recorded materials, and you just have to sit there and look.  
Generally, in our little, especially our birth to 3 population, not going to happen, so we can actually make a measurement of the ear canal that allows us to apply a correction to an ear simulator, and then we can run all of our tests on the ear simulator with our test equipment so that the child just has to be still for just a second, we get a measurement, and then we can run all of the testing that we need.  So, this little lady, with her leg warmers, is a little 4‑month‑old, and you can see the mechanism that we have here hooked up to her ear.  It's just a little, kind of a little thing that hangs with a little probe microphone that goes in her ear canal, and she really doesn't look too disturbed.  This whole process from start to finish probably took us about 30 seconds because she was super happy and really cooperative, and then this is actually what the RECD measurement looks like.  This is our correction that we then apply to that ear simulator, and then we can use that correction and the audiogram to generate targets for soft sounds, average sounds and loud sounds to assure that we're providing the right kind of amplification across the frequency range.  Sometimes, our kids aren't even compliant for 30 seconds, so we have to have strategies.  I think my favorite tool right now for distraction, how many of you have seen, you can buy them at Target or Walmart, it's the little thing that you push the button and the lights spin?  Those are the best, and even the little babies love them, and then you can get your measurement.
Once you get everything hooked up, 5 seconds of quiet is all it takes.  You can really get it done quick.  If you really just have that kid who is not cooperative, doesn't tolerate anything in their ear, there are age average measures available, which are acceptable to use in cases where you can't make that direct measurement  For older kids, this little girl is 4, you can see that we gave her a tiny bit of bribery, she's got a little sucker there.  We can complete all of the measurements on the ear, and this is what that looks like.  Again, she sat very quietly for us for probably about 3 minutes on each ear once we got everything positioned.  We made our measurements, and we were good.  Doesn't always look like that, but we really try hard.  Verification for bone anchored devices and cochlear implants looks a little bit different than what we just saw, because we can't put a microphone in the ear, that's not how we're delivering the sound, so listening checks are super important verification tools in those cases, link sound checks, data logging, and also, for hearing aids, we can do thresholds in the sound field with individual ear and then both ears together, so we can verify again that those technology settings are right where they need to be for good access to speech.
We want our kids to hear at the top of the speech banana  I'm going to flip ahead, and what that means is we want those aided thresholds to kind of be in that 15 to 20 dBHL reason, because if we're able to detect sound here, we're hearing all of this, and so that means that we have really, really good access to spoken communication.  Let me backup here.  One thing that we have actually recently changed in our clinic that I think has just yielded a ton of really great information is that we are actually using speech signals to assess aided thresholds instead of using narrowband noise.  Phonak actually has a CD that you can hook it up and present them, and we have actually found that we, in some cases, are making adjustments away from those real ear targets to make sure that we have good access to sounds, particularly in the high frequencies, we find that sometimes, even though the real ear measurements are medium target, we're not getting good amplification in that 4,000 to 8,000 hertz range.  Well, what's there?  Those two important sounds.  So, we kind of use all of our information together to make sure that we've got those technologies set just appropriately.  I want to talk a little bit now about validation.  This is, again, a performance‑based metric.  How does my child perform with their hearing technology?  What progress are we seeing in auditory skill development?  And how has it improved my child's quality of life?  
One way to do that is speech perception testing, and for tests that are normed, you can start doing speech perception testing at about age 2.  Prior to that, there are other things that you can do, link sounds, body parts, you can do speech awareness type tasks with conditioned play, but there are a lot of different tests out there that you can use to assess speech perception.  Some have normative data to compare to kids that have normal hearing, which I think for a lot of people, that's their yard stick, and so it's really nice to have that data available.  What you can do with younger kids, because you might have articulation issues, you know, or that 2 and 1/2 year old might be just shy enough that they won't talk to you, but if you give them a picture board and ask them to point to what you say, they might just go ahead and do that because there's less social interaction required if they're feeling shy, but that's an easier task, and so as soon as they're able and as soon as their articulation allows, we want to move to open set question where they have to repeat words because it's harder and it's more real world.  
So, what do we want to know when we are assessing technology function?  We want to know how our kids are hearing in quiet environments, kind of just a typical conversational level, we want to know how they're hearing soft speech, because we know that about 90 percent of what kids learn is incidental or accomplished through overhearing, and, so, if somebody is over there and says something, we want to make sure that our kids have access to that information even if they're not being directly communicated to, and then, really, I think the big kicker is how does this kid hear with technology and background noise.  So, what is acceptable performance?  I think that those of you who are staying for the next presentation will hear Dr. Madell say if it's not a good score on a math test, it's not a good score on a speech perception test, which I really like that.  I think it's very relatable for our parents, and I think it's really relatable for our kids that are old enough to understand, hey, if you got a 70 on a math test, what kind of grade would you get?  I think that that is just very concrete for a lot of our kids and families.  If we are not hitting, we really like to see scores above 80 percent, and, really, I kind of like 90's, I'm a little bit of a gunner, but if we're not hitting that necessary level of performance, we need to look at hearing aid settings, we need to potentially look at replacing them if their technology is older or not functioning properly, we need to look at adding assistive technologies, like FM systems with remote microphones, or we need to consider looking at other kinds of hearing technology, for example, cochlear implants, bone anchored devices, if we're just not getting what we need to get with hearing aids plus additional technology, and then the nice thing is is that we can repeat all this testing once we've made the changes so that we can see if we've actually done something good, so it's measurable, which is really, really nice.
We can also validate through questionnaires.  There are many, many questionnaires that look at auditory skill development at different ages, some are normed, some are not.  There are also now, I think in pediatric audiology, there's starting to be a little bit more use of quality of life type questionnaires to kind of quantity, okay, we're doing all of these things, and so how is this improving my child's quality of life?  There's tons of that stuff out there for adults, but I think that is starting to move a little bit more into the pediatric realm, and I think that can be a nice thing for us to look at, because, certainly, we want to have all of our numbers look nice and pretty, but at the end of the day, this is a kid, and we really want to make sure we're impacting their life in a meaningful way.  Questionnaires are also really great tools to monitor for plateaus and performance.  So, you know, if we hit a plateau all of a sudden, we're not moving forward in our auditory skill development, that can be a clue that we need to change something, re‑evaluate hearing, potentially look at talking with the pediatrician or referring for other kinds of evaluations, because we know hearing loss in kids doesn't exist in isolation.  Questionnaires are also really pretty easy to integrate into clinic appointments.  
The last thing I want to talk about is compassion and support for our families.  Audiologists diagnose hearing loss every single day, and I think that we have a really important job, because the overwhelming majority of kids with hearing loss are born to two hearing parents who probably have never met a person with hearing loss before, and I think that the way that we present this life‑altering news can really have a profound affect on how that family moves forward.  So, we have to make sure we allow time for questions, obviously time in that initial appointment when the diagnosis is made, we need to be accessible to our families by phone and by e‑mail in the period after that diagnosis is made, because sometimes, you break the news, they appear to listen, and then they go home and then they have 500 questions because they've had the opportunities to process that information a little bit more, so I think it's really important that we make ourselves available to our families.  Written information is critical.  There are lots of studies in the medical field that show that when providers tell information to patients, they retain very little of it, and when you're delivering difficult news, I think that they probably retain even less, and so we need to provide them with written documentation of the things that we're saying so that they can go back to that when they feel ready, and family support is critical, and not just from the audiologist, and we'll jump to that in a minute, but I want to talk a little bit about denial, which is the most common emotion that our families experience at the time of diagnosis, and I think denial is healthy as long as it's kind of time‑locked and short‑lived because it gives the family time to process all of this new information and to regroup, but it allows them to continue to bond with their baby, but if a family gets stuck there, that's going to be very concerning and difficult for them to make decisions about their child's care, and, so, we definitely, as a profession, I think, need to do a more consistent and better job of referring our families, as needed, to trained support professionals.  Hands and voices, which everybody's familiar, is also a wonderful organization with chapters in almost every state.  They have parent mentor programs.  If your state doesn't have a hands and voices chapter, or they're not close to you and it's hard for you to access their events, definitely ask your audiologist to hook you up with another family. 
I think that person to person contact is just so important.  Many of the stakeholder organizations mentioned for JCHI have information options for parents who are seeking additional information, which run the gamut of communication options.  I would definitely refer families to those organizations for additional information and support.  Your EHDI program is also a wealth of information about different resources that are available in the state, and they've even gone so far as to make this neat little website called EHDI pals where you can go to find at least an audiologist who has expertise.  So, wrapping up, I haven't seen the 1 minute yet, so I feel like I'm doing pretty good, remember your ABC's; access to sound and services, best practices and compassion and support for our families.  Parents and caregivers are a child's best advocate, and if you are a parent sitting in the audience, I would encourage you to take the time to be informed about best practices.  Many families have never had contact with an audiologist before, so they don't really know what this process looks like, and I think that if you have just enough information to be dangerous, as we say, you can ask good questions and be a really great advocate for your child.  Definitely use that information to communicate openly with your provider and to express your concerns, and just always remember that if something's not sitting right with you, it's perfectly okay to ask somebody else about what's going on with your kid.  So, thank you.  Thank you to Mandy Grum, my awesome fourth‑year who helped me with my power point, and does anybody have any questions or comments?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  And it's not hard.  She said that she was pleased to see that we talked about functional data, so with technology, not just diagnosing hearing loss and knowing the audiogram without technology, because that's, really, that's our metric at the end of the day.  We made it with 2 minutes to spare.  Thanks, everybody.  
(Applause.)
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